
Split Storage
(storage product by POZAGAS)



1. WHAT IS IT?
General assumptions
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1. SPLIT STORAGE is a unique storage product that shall enable POZAGAS and Customer to utilize the 
storage capacity by dividing it into 2 parts and use low summer price of gas for injection and 
potentially higher price in the winter 2017 for withdrawal. The product should enable Customer to 
do this without: 

i. direct hedging of the storage spread prior to utilizing the capacity
(storage spread now is low, but we believe it will be higher in the winter) 

ii. taking any pricing risk related to open long position
(who will take the risk then?)

2. Basic idea how to achieve this is to SPLIT the storage spread (i.e. storage capacity) into Injection Leg  
and Withdrawal Leg.

3. Both Injection Leg and Withdrawal Leg of SPLIT STORAGE can be utilized by the same Customer, while 
POZAGAS carries the pricing risk of the storage spread between the Injection Leg and Withdrawal 
Leg.
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2. HOW IT WORKS?
Injection Leg
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1. Allocation of Injection Leg of SPLIT STORAGE shall be realized as standard capacity auction, where result shall be the 
storage product with Working Gas Volume and Injection Flow Rate with duration between 1/8/2017-15/1/2018, 
where Customer shall be entitled to inject and store gas in POZAGAS with referential storage fee (~ 0,5 EUR/MWh).
The result of the allocation (subject matter of bidding) shall be known price of the injected gas. 
The injected gas should remain unhedged (i.e. unsold on forward market).

2. Product specification of Injection Leg:

a) WGV: 70 GWh 
b) Storage period: 8/2017 - 12/2017
c) IFR: 60 days
d) E/E points: any

3. Part of the storage contract shall be the bilateral option to decide (both Parties decide) to continue or not to continue 
in the Withdrawal Leg of SPLIT STORAGE. The decision will be made between 1 November and 5 January 2018  based 
on prompt market conditions. The price for Withdrawal Leg should reflect the given spread as described on slide 4 
(known in advance of Injection Leg), but it is negotiable.

4. If Parties decide not to continue in the Withdrawal Leg:

a) POZAGAS takes over the title to stored gas and pays the Customer price for injected gas (known in advance).
b) Gas Storage Contract (Injection Leg) terminates and the deal becomes a gas delivery into storage.

5. If Parties decide to continue in the Withdrawal Leg:   see slide 4 (Withdrawal Leg).
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3. HOW IT WORKS? 
Withdrawal Leg
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1. Parties enter into Withdrawal Leg of SPLIT STORAGE and the Gas Storage Contract continues to be effective.  

2. Product specification of Withdrawal Leg:

a) WGV: 70 GWh 
b) Storage period: 1/2018 - 3/2018
c) WFR/IFR: PREMIUM 60 (flexible withdrawal and injection as short as 60 days)
d) E/E points: any

3. Customer remains with the title to stored gas and is entitled to fully utilize the Withdrawal Leg of the storage 
product in period 1/2018-1/4/2018 or little bit longer.

4. Customer pays to POZAGAS storage fee for Injection Leg and Withdrawal Leg together.
The total storage fee shall reflect spread between quoted contracts for rest of the winter 2017 at VTP Austria 
(average of balance of January, February and March 2018 at the time of the decision) minus price of injected 
gas in the Injection Leg minus referential price paid in Injection Leg. 
This price is applicable from January 2018 and shall be payable in 3 invoices.

5. POZAGAS reserves the right to off-take up to 20 GWh for its technological needs.
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4. HOW IT WORKS? 
Summary
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Allocation of Injection Leg of SPLIT STORAGE.

1. Customer shows the bid for „ Gas delivery“ into storage. 
2. The buyer of last instance is POZAGAS.
3. Customer does not pay POZAGAS for Injection Leg 

separately.

Option 1 (“Low” spread): Parties decide not to continue in Withdrawal Leg.

1. POZAGAS buys gas delivered to storage by Customer at “Summer” price.
2. Customer makes margin on gas delivery and has no costs for storage.
3. Storage contract/delivery contract fulfills and terminates.
4. Both Parties benefit.

Option 2 (“High” spread) : Parties decide to continue in Withdrawal Leg.

1. Customer enjoys the storage product including gas in store with 
possibility of immediate peak withdrawal of “Summer” priced gas to the 
market until the end of winter.

2. POZAGAS earns the spread between rest of winter contracts and 
Injection Leg priced gas.

3. Both Parties benefit.
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